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                                 Abstract
   Determination of age of granite by lead:alpha-ray method invelves (1) preparation of
$amples, (2) determinations of lead and (3) those of alpha-ray activity. This paper includes

the third procedure followed by the writers in determining the ages of the zircons separated

frem some granites using a 4rr gas-flow counter. The formula for calculating alpha-activity of

the sample from the observed counting rate is newly deduced taking into consideration of the

absorption by the foil which serves as sample holder as well as a cover preventing the jumping

off of the pulverized sample. The results of some check examinations are also given.

                               Introduction

    Geochronology is a problem recently much interested by most geologists
in Japan and some of them are planning or already getting into the study on
this subject. Usually argoR-potassium method is adopted which is presumabiy
one of the best methods now avaiiable. The present writers, however, have
been eRgaged in the investigation of the lead: alpha-ray method of age deter-
mination, which was devised by LARsEN, E. S. Jr. et al.') for the first time in
1952 and followed by a few other authors in various countries. Though the
fundamental principle remains the same, the apparatus and procedure adopted
by the writers are different from those used by them, it will be adequate to
describe them somewhat in detail as well as the deduction of the formula fit
for the present apparatus.

                            General prineiple

   During the decay of uvanium-238 to the final daughter element lead-206,
eight alpka-particles are emitted. The similar relation may be observed with
thorium-232 and uranium-235, and these relationships may be expressed as
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                          u2;ss pm..rm.> pbat,6 -}- 8cr -g- 6S

                          u23s pm_N.> Pb207 -i- 7cv -Y 4i9
                          p                          u232 __.> pb2os .i,. 6Lu "- 4B .

If the member elements of each series are in radioactive equilibrium, the num-
ber of alpha-particles prodttced per year per gram ,of mineral is 87.vZu{-
72`AcuZA.u-i-67-ThZTh, Z being the number of atoms existing and 2. decay constant
(yr-i) of the parent element of the respective series. As urani"m-238 and
uranium-235 are chemica}ly isotopic and the relatixre abundances of Zu and
ZA.u cn.re found necfi.rly constant, the ratio ZA.ugZx:s being very sma!I (O.O07), the

effect of actinium series is usually treated as including in thnat of the uranium
series. On the other hand, so far as the radioactive equllibrium is maintained,
the preduction of radiogenetic Iead corresponds to the decay of the parent
elements uranium-238 (-g- urg.nium-235) and thorium-232. In very old mineral,
however, decrease of the parent elemeRt must be taken into consideration.
   Assuming tkat no cornmon iead was present initialiy in the mineral, the
lead found by analysis may be solely attributable to the disiRtegration products,
and if divided by the rate of disintegration of the parent elements deduced
from the counting of alpha-rays, it will give the age of the mineyal. Thus the
general formu}a giving the age of the mineral t is:

                      t== c•IllbL in million years (O

where Pb is the amount of lead determined by spectro-chemical or any other
methed usually expressed in 10rmGgram per gram of sample and a is the number
of alpha-particles emitted in one milligram of the sample per hour. As for the
constant C, slightly different values are assigned by various authors. For ex-
ample, QmNN, A W. (I957)2) gave 2632 for tke mineral containg uranigm
(+actinium) fcftmily alone, 2013 for one containing exclusively thoyium family
of Åíhe radioactive series elements and 2485 for zircon of which Th/U ratio is
taken as 1. Assuming the ratio to be 0.46, WEBBER, G. R., et al. (i956) also
gave C=2580 for zircon.

          Deduetio" ef number of alpha-ray emission in a sample
                 from tke observed eounts iR unit time.

   An alpha-particle is emitted from the nucleus of tke alpha-rayer without
fail as it disintegrates into the Bext daughter element, so that alpha-particle
emiss2on is equal to the disintegration of aipha-rayers ift number. Of the emitted
alpha-particles only a portion can run out of the surface of the sample, leaving
the remainder absorbed in the body of the sample itself. All of the alpha-
pardcles thus escaped out of the sample in turn, cannot be caught by a counter
as pulse counts, owing to the following factors : (i) geometrical relation between
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alpha-ray sourÅëe and receivey (ionization chamber in the present case), (ii)
sensitivity of the counter, (iii) counting loss due to recovery time of tke
counter, (iv) absorbeys intervening between source aRd effective space of the
ionization chamber. The last means layer of air or gas and metal foil or me-
tallized tkin film which is used as a cover for protection against jumping up of
powder ef the sample and also as a holder of the' sample in case of 47 counter.
For the sake of simplicity, let us confine the problem in the case of 4n couR-
ter' from now.
                                            i   The pulverized 'sample to be tested is sandwiched as a `thick source' with
metaliized film (IVIyler) or aluminium foil, and put on the center of the equa-
toiial plane of the spherical ionization chamber. By thick source is meantany
thickness exceeding the range of the m'ost energetic alpha-ray. At the poles
of the upper and lower hemisphere of it are provided with loop-sltaped col}ect-
ing electrodes (cf. Fig. i).

                              

                Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of 4rr gas-fiow counter.

   Referring to Fig. 2, if SP is the path of an alpha-ray emitted from radio-
active source S (dxd.vdz) within. the sample covÅëred with aluminium foil,
leaving a residual range BP whiclt is just equal to the minimum detectable
range ,o for the counter, then the alpha-rays with residual ranges equal to or
greater than ,o enter the detecting chamber within a cone of a half-angle 6, e
being tbe angle.between SP and the direction SA normal to tke surface. The
proportion of such rays to the total is (1-cose)/2. For the case of 4rr counter,

however, both up and down sides must be taken into consideration, so the
proponioR beceme to be (1-cose), the edge effect being Beglected. Let Rbe
the range (cm) of 3.}pha-ray in •ak';lx, x.t' the ratios of rap_ges in source and
covering foil to that in air respectively;y the depth of the source (cm);a'
the tkickness of the foi! (cm), and a the same expressed in terms of rakge of
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dx•dy•dz

           Fig. 2.

   Eq. (3) was deduced under
whose alpha-ray having definite
sample. But this is not the
c}uding R in Eq. (3) is to be
series. As a development of

          'nui =: S- Nui kVui

          nAcu " --pt2-- NAcu XAcU

          nTh == -#2-NTh ]"YTh

where nui etc.: numbers of counts
etc. ; Nui etc.: numbers of disintegration
unit time, etc.; and Rui etc.:
uranium series etc. The summation
series, respectively.

   The total number of alpha-rays

 n = 11ul+ nA.u a- nTh

  == -iti {NuI"yuI (RURtcrlloa)e-I NA!U E A.ws

SIRce NAcu/Nui==O.045 as caicuiated
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    P alpha-ray in air; a=:=a'/,a', then the number
 of counts per cm2 of the surface of the source

     per uBit time is:

t si -= N(1-cose)dxdyda
     where N is equal to the number of alpha-
     rays per cm3 of the source per unit tirne,
     and the total number of the counts n is ob-
     tained by integrating n' between the limits;
     y =0 and y==lx (R- ,o - a). Assuming dx -dg == 1,

     we have

            n == NS,"(RgP-") (i-cos e) -dy

                 .. NS#(R-P-"' (R?.P J- ."3 rm]-dy

                  =- S ptN (R unR •e". a)2 (3)

       the assumption that the radioactive eleraents
         energy were uniformiy distrlbuted in the
    case in natural sample. Therefore, the term in-
    calculated for each alpha-rayers in the radioactive
     Eq. (3), we kave

    S4LufoiPrmloa)2 for uranium series,

      (Z!Atfix.-.Pwwrm,.a)2 for actinium series,

    (RifaTi-h-`g"oa)2 for thorium series,

          per cm2 in unit time due to uranium series
               of the parent element UI per cm3 in
       ranges of alpha-rays from each members of
            is made for each alpha-rays from each

          to be counted is therefore,

             (1?Afix ,rm. Prmunpa) 2 "- ,N. . x. , SZI:/[)VilikPi,.a) 2}

                                           (4)
          below,
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 n •:=:- S`-[N.,{-•"., -(-KgR-!,i?i{':ump--")-2 }-o.o4s-,i]... Sl,K"R,x J/[]P:rirmp-")-e} ; NTkÅíT.C--•R-:•il=KllT?,.. ")-2]

                                                                   (5)

                      Determination of P and "a"

   For the determination of ,o and "a", alpha-ray source of a constant range
such as polonium source is preferable. But as such one was not available,
chemically prepared uranium oxide was used as a thick source. Successive
countings were made by increasing the number of skeet (m) of the absorber
foil. In Shis case, in the assumption that radioactive equilibrium is nearly
attained between uranlum I and uranium II aitd t" u-: ."X., tX being the ratio of
alpha-ray from uranium II in the sample and that in air, tlte counts to be ob-
taiRed are
                  n,.-=pt-N2-{(Rui?,iSky.")2+Ll/I:v)itT/ig_::fianv)2}

where fn:=-0, 1, 2, 3, etc.
Hence,
                       (Ruirm ,o- ma)2                                      (Ruii- ,o - ma) 2
                   n"., .ttmt Zi?i{]Ii-,o A- 'Rmi_p nd
                   no ww (Rui-,o)"(Ruii-p) (6)
The results obtained for n,./no are shown in Tab}e 1, in which alumiRium
foil (A) (shown in Tab}e 2) was used.

               Table 1. Counting rate vs number of sheet of Al-foil

No. of sheets
of Al-foil (A)

Counts/

m--•-e I
l

     l
min• i
  .ww." l

m:=1
3gso.s3 I
ilii9•ill6wu_.. I

165e.05
Å}10.18

m=2
348.08
Å}2.57

nln/no  i li
Å}O.OO0485 l
        1

 0.41765
=t O.OO029

 O.0881
Å}O.OO065

m -rm 3

 9.28
Å}0.13

 O.O0235
Å}O.OOO03

With the
probable

squares.
film, and

fo-t;observation equations forwwwwdiffereumnt values of n./no, the most

values of ,o and a were deterrained by meaRs of the method of }east
The similar processes were taken for other two Al-foils and one myler
the results are summarized in Table 2.

                        Table 2

Minimum
  range :

detectable
P (cm)

Thickness
alpha-ray

I-'wnrrri Myler

0.20

of abosrbers in
range m alr : a

terms ef
(cm)

!

gAl.foil (A)

0.84 0.97

Al-foil (B),Al-foil (C)

0.50 0.34
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   The summations in Eq. (5) were calculated as shown ilt Table 3 by using
the values tkus obtained for ,o and a, in which values of ranges of alp'fia-rays
from eaclt alpha-emitter summarized by YAGoDA, H. (1949)3) were adopted, and
also members of very small branching ratio were neglected.

                               Table 3

: Al-foil (A) Al-foi} <B)
a == 0.97 cm a== 0.50 cm

 x., kguR,ifg,a)l

X...g-R---A-1-C•-xxi-•-l-.-•••fii-I71-e-)e

    (1?Th-p-a)2 x 'rh
      RTh -p

16.75

19.75

17.38

l

I
l
I
I
I
i

22.67

24.67

18.82

   Putting these values in Eq. (5), it was reduced to the
form:

             n --= -S`- (17.62Aiui- 17.38ArTh) for Al-foil (A)

             n -: -S` (23.78Nui{- 22.00NTh) for Al-foil (B)

If the mineral whose age is to be determined lacks either
Eq. (7) is again simplified as nur=(/i/2)•17.38NTh and (pt/2)•
for a mineral such as zircon, the relative abundance may be
say K
   Now, let Nvi, NAcv , ArTh be the numbers of alpha-rayers
1mg of sample per bour, then we have

     Nvi=: Js-'d'pl7ui•103; NAcv =" -g-'d'A7A.v'103; NTh== -}-

d being tke density of the sample.
   On the other haRd,

               i).,i-"iy---S'P-8-i6-it9.Ti367sÅí;tTti{lor:CY/(ill/I3--?fE:si'-d$o•o4s

and -" .:.?--=6,:.ggll8:-/Aez\IT,]}C-W.-T,itlS-o.334S-?

where W is atomic weight ; UI, AcU
of uranium, actinium and thorium.
Hence,

                      ZY-._",IY-i)GAs-tF,g-/-,g)-o.o3g

followlng simple

(7)

uranium or thorium,
 17.62Nm. Usually
  assumed constant,

   disintegrating in

 •d• N.h• 103 ,

and Th are respectively conteRt (in gram)
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                      i\uz:? iVlf-:;-?fS,6Si---o.2sK

From Eq. (4),

 n -rm-- -2X& • iVui{`"ui -g`ll/Ei-5ii il{l..-i?-. a-)-2 r I)tllfEU XA.u L81Efe"-.Uf. flif. ")2 t- i-$i.!-\ `"v [r}, (RTRh.,:,-{, li Q?}

                                                               (9)
  ---- S< •103• -d8-•N.,. (16.75 i- O.045 Å~ 19.34+0.334KÅ~ 17.38)

So that,

                     Nui == it7.6'2'{rs:s268'i:')"•7t zi:'i' o'3

                     A-nTh==:,•iii,:,-,-2Åë8,-'igX,-ii},2)-5:tff:d:,/{ii,

Similarly.

                    N"cu =" ll'7um.622iSCt.lliifili;'Q)3?.K.dnv.i[ro'3

Finally, we have as the tota} Rumber of alpha-rays emitted per kour per milli-
gram of sample,

             cu =:= pt7.,-- ivla.. -t- Nww.. --- SO<?llX8iZ,E,,i,-lgi :??Q3)9 i:Od:?-i-"o-,-2 (io)

                                                     (n: cpm)

        Ratio ef ranges of alpha-ray in minerals to that in air:pt

   The data of the observed ranges of alpha-panicles in minerais are very
scarce, and usually they are calculated from the ranges in air by the formula
based upon the Bragg-Kleeman yule. If ip is the permeability of tke medium
to alpha-particles defined in teyms of its atomic composition, which is composed
of atoms A, B, C, ••• with the relative proportions a, b, c, •••, then the perme-
ability of the medium is

               gb :- a/wwy'Åíyl-Fbi/rii7E}-Yci/'tJl7Zl -l- ••+ - "Y•n•}/imw"il3

where JV designates atomic weight.
   Let ehe ranges of alpha-par"ticle iR air and in aRy other medium be R and
1?s respectively, then

                Lt -- B,-rE ••••:: S_g,di_.E _-•. QkO_9",2,2,g8Åí (,8e."sgg\,,?S z\r s,k :2•gOg?,2,6s)

or
                x.td thi 3.194•10-'` ip,
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Assuming the composition of zircon to be ZrSiQi, we have ip==6.94 and conse-
quently

                   ,ttd =--- 3.194•10--4Å~6.94 := 22.17•10-4

Using this value, Eq. (10) becomes:

                    ... g>o.,gg..,"zgi.ggflii.}_gspf,. (ii)

Hence, by counting the number n of alpha-particles per minute per cm2 of the
surface of the thick source of zircon, of whiclt K==TS-- is known, we can cal-

culate the tota} emission cr (mgrm"ihr-i).

   Assuming K=:1, finally we have

                        a'(tu'slmg•hr) == 23.81n(cpm) (12)
This relation folds under the conditions that the measurement is made by 4n
gas-fiow counter whose minimurn detectable range o, is 0.20cm, the sample
being saRdwiched by foils of thickness 0.97cm in air-equivalent of alpha-rays.

       Some experiments preving the apprepriety of the assumed
                        values of P and "a"

(i) Pulse-k.eigl'tt analysis by means of discriminator : Pulse-height analysis of
alpha-rays were made with the ionium standard of which facility was due to

czu

2"

le

lt

Fig. 3.
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Dr. T. MuRANo of the Japan Atomic Fuel Corp.. The standard is very thin
ionium film deposited on a platinum plate in a circle of 1.5cm in diameter.
The result, counts vs input pulse-keight in terms of volt, is shown in Fig. 3.
That the alpha-rays from the interior show self-absorptlon, in splte of tke film
being very thin, can be perceived by sloping ef the left half part of the curve.
Besides, that of the right half part shows the suspectable existence of the
Ionger range alpha-rayers. Anybow, this standard is proved to be not so good
as to be used as a mono-energy alpha-ray source.

(ii) Decrease of counting rate witi•z i•ncrease of number of sheet of absorber foil:
Using the same standard, the decrease of counting rate wkh increase of number
of sheet of absorber Al-foil (A) was observed. The results were shown in
Table 4. 0n the other hand, in the last co}umn of it was showR the similar
results theoretically obtaiRed by the fo}lowing relation under the assumption
that the self-absorption is negligible as the ionium source is very thin and
alpha-rays from it have monovange Rio.

         Table 4. Counting rates vs numbers of sheet of absorber foil for alpha-
                particles from Io source.

Nos. of sheet Observed
of Al-foil (A)

    m

rate of
count

 cpm

o

1

2

3

I 29.54

20.13

10.28

 1.26

  Back-

 ground

  cpm
'

   0.57

   0.57

   0.57

   0.57

Net count        Observed

         nln/ito  cpm

28.97

19.56

 9.71

 0.69

  1
0.6752

0.3351

O.0248

Calculated
  n,nfne
neglecting
 self ab-
""_S.9I.P""S.i.9n""

  1
0.6655

0.3344

  o

   Let N be the rate of a}pha-ray emission pey cm3 of the sample per
minute, then the count per minute obtained by a 2z counter is

                   n= gNa-cos e) (n: cpm/cm2) (13)

where cos t] == a/(Rie-p).

   Denoting the number of sheet of the Al-foil as m, and counting rate (cpm)
without and with absorber of m sheets as no, n,. respectively, then we get

                     nm/ne = (Rie-p- ma)/(Rie-p) (14)
Taking the range of a}plta-ray from ionium source Rio be 3.lecm, we kave as
(nm/no)m"o,i,2,3,..., the figures shown in the rightmost column in Table 4.
   Cons.idering from the fact that the used ionium alpha-ray source was not
       sa good one as above-mentioned, the figuyes shown ln the }ast two columns
reveals fairly good agreements. This fact implies that the assumed values for
p and "a" are adequate.
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       Test of reliability of Eq. (4) with a sample whose uranium
                    and thorium contents are kllown.

   As tke sample for this purpose, Kobeite was used. This mineral was firstly
found by TAKuBo, J.`) in pegmatite at KObe, Ohmiya-ch6 in Kyoto Prefecture,
aRd revised chemical ana}ysis was given by NAGAsHiMA and MAsuToMi5).
   About 20mg of the sample obtained as the result of selection by heavy
liquid (methylene-iodide) was put on a sample pan aRd covered with aluminium
foil (A). The measurernent gave as the number of count per cm2 per sec.:
n=:11.754. The density of the mineral is 4.6 and the value of ptd calculated to
be 19.60•10ww` after the formula of YAGoDA (loc. cit.), based on the data of
chemical analysis by NAGAsmMA and MAsuToMi.
   Using these values, the total count deduced by the similar pyocess as when
Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) weere deduced from Eq. (5), is given by

nun- /.ed-lo3
[ul{6.21s.,Lllt/i-s=.::,-{lfrm/b-aD-2A-o.2scr...CZIIAk{sxi.iO_J.a)2}-y2.o6Ths.,(-tTR-hi.kOT.-G>e

 =- 19.60•10-i (109.44U {- 35.80Th) (15)
in which n is expressed as counts/sec.•cm2; U, Th: contents in g/g (UIeiU),
also a =: 0.97 cm and ,o == 0.20 cm.

   On the other hand, the ratio Th/U is 0.24 accoyding to the chemical ana-
lysis above-mentioned. Frem these, we get

                    U -- O.0498 g/g; Tk =- O.0120 g/g

or U30s-O.0556g/g; Th02 === O.0135g/g.
The chemical analysis of Kobelte by NAGAsmMA and MAsuToMi gives

                  U30s == O.0539g/g; Th02 -= O.0125g/g.

   The differences are only ca. 3,0.o". It may be said frorn this result that Eq.
(5) and deduction thereafter as we}l as assumed values for a and p, and count-
ing itself were proper.

                 Further check by the standard zircon

   Standard zircon (R-1932) for alpha-ray was furnished by the courtesy of
Dr. STERN, T. of the U. S. Bureau of Standard through Dr. HAyAsE of our in-
stitute. The nominal alpha-ray emission per milligram per kour ls 200, and Th/U
ratio is assumed to be 1. 0ur measurements were practised twice wlth the
interval of several days, each beiRg two hours counting. The effec.tive area
of the sarnple pan was 0.495 cm2 and AI-foi} (A) was used. The obtain6d count-
iRg rate was 3.78ti O.02 cpm which corresponds to 7.64 ds/cm2•min. By Eq. (12),
we get : a(co'sfmg•hr)==181.8. Thus the present counter gave the counts 10.09oi less

]
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than that nominated with the alpha-particie standard. Hence, 1.10 is used as
an eMciency correction factor fof the present counter.

                               Summary

    (1) The genera} foymula giving the age t is:t==C(Pb/a) iR which Pb de-
notes the amount ef the radiogenetic lead in ppm of the sample and a the
numbers of alpha-particies produced in one milligram of it in an hour and C
a constant depending upon Th/U iR the sample.
    (2) Tlte total number of alpha-rays to be ceunted per cm2 per minute is:

 n -= -ii;{iv., x., -gi?lft}i.-, iOiti2; a) 2 -t- N ... 2 .., -(-R-sicx.rm.iOww iv; -a)-2 ÅÄ N., i., (RTR,i,i2im i.; ") 2}

  = {ii [N.,{xu, (1?gst i;O_--III)a)2 di o.o4s s... Sll{xtix.m.,Opt F.a) 2} + N..x.. (RTR.hi.P_II.a) 2]

where NuJ etc. are numbers of alpha-rays produced from parent element UI
per cm3 per min. etc.; Rui etc. ranges of alpha-rays frorn each mernber of
uranium series, etc. ; ,o minimum detectable range and a range (cm) of alpha-
ray in a!r correspondiRg to the thickness of the absorber foil assuming the
sHght differences of ls for alpka-rays of different energies, Ix being ratio of range

in mineral and that in air.
    (3) The va}ues of t and a were• determined by means of the method of
least squares from observation equations obtained for different values of
nnz!lh where the suMxes designate the numbers of sheet of the foil used as an
absorber.
    (4) The total number of alpha-rays produced per hour per milligram of
sample is ;

            a•=:2-me/aeti3,-9-.g-.Q'g-9-li?--,-n (n:cpm;K--i;ih-•.Tme.h.)

    (5) Assuming the compesition of zircon to be ZrSi04 and lts density 0.46,
we have ptd== 22.17•10-`, and consequently

                         cr(di'slmg•hr) =: 23.81 n(cpm)

for ,o ==0.20 cm aRd a= 0.97 cm.
    (6) The observed values of nm/no skow fair agreements witk the calculated
values, proving the assumed values for ,0 and a to be adequate.

    (7) On the sample (Kobeite) of wkich resu}ts of the chemical analysis
were given, the obtaiRed values for fz was

                     n == 19.60•10-i(109.44U {- 35.80Th)

Using Th/U =0.24 as given by the chemical ana}ysis, we ltave found by this
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reiation U30s== O.0556g/g; Th02==O.0135g/g. CompariRg these wiSh the data of
the chemical analysis, U30,=/uz'O.0539g/g; Th02==O.0125g/g, we found the dif-
ference ca. 39o!. This resu}ts may prove the correctness of the deduction and
assumed values for a and ,o as well.
    (8) The check observation by use of the standard zircon for alpha-ray
from the U. S. Bureau of Standard gave the counts 10.0% less than the nominat-
ed valtte of standard. Hence 1.10 was adopted as an eraciency correction factor
for the present couRter.
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